The Baton Grip Light is an attachable grip for expandable police batons designed to aid in weapon retention and to provide an easily accessible squeeze light that can be activated with one hand. The unique design of the Baton Grip Light provides a raised barrier on the end portion of the baton’s handle that is designed to prevent the baton from slipping out of the user’s hand when conducting strikes. Each Baton Grip Light includes the ultra-tough Photon Micro-Light® squeeze-light which can be used as a back-up light or to temporarily blind or disorient a subject.

Advantages:
The Baton Grip Light does not add any length to an expandable baton. Other baton attachments and lights are screwed into the end of expandable batons and can add more than three inches to the length of the baton making them more cumbersome and uncomfortable to carry. The Baton Grip Light is attached onto the handle portion of the expandable baton and does not increase the length of the expandable baton in the open or closed position.

The Baton Grip Light is easily attached in seconds by removing the end cap of an expandable baton, sliding the Baton Grip Light into position on the handle of the expandable baton, and screwing the end cap back on.

Compatibility:
Compatible with 1” diameter Asp® and Monadnock® expandable batons and most baton sheaths/ carriers on the market.

The push-button LED light incorporated into the Baton Grip Light can be easily activated by the user with one hand and can be used to temporarily blind or disorient a subject.

Energy efficient LED light includes two replaceable lithium batteries with 12+ hour burn time.

Additional lights available in several colors and styles including the Photon Micro- Light II® with on/off switch and squeeze function.

Made in USA with US and foreign parts.

Available online at BATONGRIPLIGHT.COM for only $24.95 each

Discounted prices available for bulk orders. Please contact us at BatonGripLight@Comcast.net for pricing.